
Have you seen Luigi Barbigi? is an exploration of the people in my family in Scotland and in Italy who   
Couldn’t be more different but couldn’t more similar when it comes family loyalty. It starts with a 
conflict though as Angelino , the authors and  main character’ name struggles to find the infamous 
Luigi.  In short , a mythical figure who purports to be the authors grandfather who was a  ‘Mountain 
Rebel from World War 2’s Italian resistance  is the centre of the  main protagonists woes. In my 
proposed multi media theatre piece i would like to look in general firstly at the issues faced by the 
average  resident of my two hometowns thus we will concentrate on present day Scotland (more 
specifically GLASGOW ) and Italy (Piemonte and more specifically rural Alpine Italy-in a a place called 
Valsesia) and Angelino’s  direct family . These  will be our main characters but the main thrust 
initially will  be in examining the protagonist and authors plight in trying to track down his 
supposedly heroic former partisan grandfather who is as much a figment of his imagination as the 
audiences.   
 
What family means in a European context no longer makes any sense as we are all part of an 
international stage of random market forces. In the one man show the authors father cites his lack 
of a family as one of the emotional and practical reason for migrating.  
 
For his son it seems like Others know where the bodies are buried but our author doesn’t. He’s 
searching. Searching for his Nonno but can’t bargain that he won’t find more skeletons in the 
closet.His father would rather leave it alone.  One thread of the present day stories collated and 
further to be investigated in the Italian part of the project will be from among the Association for 
Italian partisans who oppose the privatisation of Italy’s energy sector and they use the stories of 
their forefathers for inspiration. Allegedly Luigi was one of them albeit he would have only been a 
runner/spotter for a sniper carrying munitions and may have only been 14 or 15 at the time. 
Nonetheless the Italian partisans 70 years on are  still  well represented among unions and in yearly 
commemorative events . They knew that rebellion really did work in history albeit for a limited 
period of time and even now they form part of a tight knit family. The most famous group of rebels 
that created semi autonomy was the Commune of Paris, in 1871 but the Partisan Republics in Italy 
during WW2, many of which were overrun by fascists in a matter of days did  last long enough to 
show how a small raggle taggle band of men and women could fend off the enemy. Valsesia  in a 
remote part of Italy fared the best effectively keeping the Germans at bay until the end of the war 
and that’s why Angelino  was hoping to  find out more about Luigi among his compatriots . 
 
 Using excerpts from the documentary the main protagonist will use the premise that he had 
originally  asked  around about the whereabouts of his grandfather hoping that his legend were true 
and that some one would provide contacts to his family.  Sadly while  filming the protagonist  never 
did find out anything about him but was struck that this community group adopted him as part of 
their family for the week of filming  Angelino claims he has it it on good authority that Luigi would 
have been no more than a child during the civil war so maybe he was tucked up in bed safely with a 
hot coco.  Luigi remains even now a mystery as does the  grandmothers family who were allegedly of 
Jewish descent in her fathers side.  
 
So along with the self imposed regional migration that runaway fathers impose on the next 
generation what is the main reason for wanting to get away from Home? I asked my mum and dad 
what were their the reasons? Did  they see themselves as adventurers or just  economic migrants or 
indeed was it all for love?What I purport in the theatre piece is to ask why Angelino’s family 
members held these certain convictions and have they changed over the years ? For example ;iWas 
the Italian  grandfather  just a runaway dilettante as likely  to start a family somewhere and leave 
them in the lurch as a renegade militia boy  fighting for his political ideals? Do we ever give up on 
family because of our embracing modernity , money and independence?   
 



My research on the documentary allowed me to see how filming family  from Italy and Scotland 
would lead me to form opinions on migration and how we identify viewpoints from differing cultures 
within the family construct. 
 By filming and asking about the nature of the civil war and the fight against Fascist doctrine in Italy 
Angelino never did get any answers about his grandfather but a lot about how this major event was 
indeed monumental in shaping migration . Wars are the biggest mass migratory factor but they also 
create displaced populaces often forcibly moving from one place to another. They also create family 
breakdown and often tragically kill the family unit altogether either literally or spiritually. Maybe 
that’s one way Angelino can  forgive his very young , restless irresponsible nonno as a young man.   
On foundations & principles of what family values should really be about we seem to form part of 
our own family and our own tribe in many ways whether we stay true to blood ties or not.  Telling 
Angelino’s  story through the prism of historical fact will also touch on Scottish migration as he poses  
the same questions to his mother. The detective work needed to discover truths about Angelino’s 
family will then go into a maturer phase where we ask about family loyalty and what it means . 
 
 Getting to the bottom of a  very personal subject  is what I can see happening in the theatre piece 
and in its  unraveling over the course of 90 minutes  I really do think that making a connection to 
both Scotland’s role in the UK after Brexit and Italy’s within Europe  will be worthwhile because 
having dual nationality I’ve posited that my loyalties on certain areas of my life have morphed over 
the years. And I would like to investigate my family past in Italy to shed some light on differing 
experiences of exile. Many from my fathers village migrated to Spain for economic reasons but I was 
the only family with ties to Scotland. I speak fluent Italian but I only came to Scotland permanently to 
live when I was 5. My proposal to tell a semi autobiographical at times comedic monologue with a 
smattering of Italian language and song to temper the  pace of the piece is also my intention. I want 
to commit to some of these soul searching questions. What part is the spirit of travel ,escape & exile 
to play in the changing populations of nations ? What part is fiction and myth and which parts are 
true? There will be a  fly in the wall cinematic feel to the live theatre experience and video projection 
& maps will be a huge part of the appeal of the show. There  are indeed some aspects of the piece  
which will look to investigate forensically the ties to the main characters .Similarly in the Scottish 
section my main family who can tell me about the Irish immigrants that form part of their migratory 
story will reveal how traditions within family always restore loyalty and an undeniable faith in 
looking out for one another. We have history as our land map to see how migration has ebbed and 
flowed and through the inception of both corporate fascism and colonial imperialism, wars and due 
to the economic pull of the European working classes with itchy feet  how our family histories 
intertwine. This section will talk of my wily footballer grandad , the sectarian divide in Glasgow and 
how family identity shaped loyalty within bigger families like my mums. 
 
 
My project will not lay bare specifically all of these wide ranging ideas but I do want to ask about the  
choices we make as individuals to be a loyal family person and how difficult migrating can be without 
the loyalty that family ties can give. 
 
 Much of my early digital outputs started life as a way of chronicling the Italian partisans to find out 
about a long lost grandfather but why when a family member doesn’t want to be found do we search 
for a connection? Is it because we all deep down know that loyalties are only good in so far as they 
don’t stop our progress in pursuing an exit route from falling out of love , fleeing wars, situations or 
poverty ?  It looks like if we don’t move  what ever is of value will wilt and decay or no longer apply 
anyway.  
 
My collaborators were GMAC, Richard Ramschurn of Albino Mosquito (a film maker, DOP, and 
academic), Tobias Erdmann (an Editor of amazing technical and creative ability), 



 I cite the Document Human Rights Festival, The Declaration festival,   the Radical Film Network and 
Richard Warden, Film Curator, Scottish Mental Health Arts and Film Festival, Mental Health 
Foundation for their insights and help. I’d also like to use renditions of popular migratory themed 
songs within the body of the theatre piece as well as other songs that talk of the quest for Valhalla, 
family ties, immigration and longing.  


